Aims-To compare differences in cell proliferation indexes and apoptotic indexes between cutaneous basal and squamous cell carcinomas, in an attempt to suggest an explanation for the differences in their biological behaviour. Methods-Forty cases of cutaneous basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and 40 cases of moderately and well differentiated squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) were retrieved from the archives. Sections, 4 gm thick, were cut from formalin fixed, paraffin wax embedded tissue in each case and stained with haematoxylin and eosin. These were then examined for mitotic and apoptotic figures per 1000 cells. Sections from the same cases were also immunostained with the mouse monoclonal antibody Ki67 (MIBI); positive nuclear staining was counted per 1000 cells. Results-No significant differences were found between the mitotic indexes and apoptotic indexes in these tumours. There was, however, a significant difference in Ki67 (MIBI) staining, with greater staining in the squamous cell carcinomas. Conclusion-Estimation of the mitotic and apoptotic indexes did not reveal any differences between these two tumour types. The proliferation indexes, assessed by Ki67 immunostaining, did differ. This may be one of the factors underlying the more aggressive behaviour of SCC. ( Clin Pathol 1996;49:549-551) Keywords: skin, neoplasm, proliferation. 
There is considerable difference in behaviour between cutaneous basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC).' 2 The former will rarely form metastases,3 whereas SCCs are not only more locally aggressive, but also have a much greater metastatic potential.2 Cutaneous BCCs and SCCs both arise from the epidermis and both tumours are exposed to a similar host environment in the skin; however, we have little idea why BCCs are so reluctant to form metastases. We attempted to explain the variable biological behaviour of these tumour by comparing the mitotic, apoptotic and proliferation indexes. 4 Mitotic figures, apoptotic cells and Ki67 (MIB1) positive cells were counted per 1000 cells. Each index was assessed by three independent observers (MHAI-S, ED, CBW). If there was disagreement, this was resolved by discussion around a multi-viewer microscope. The sections were examined at high power (x40) and 10 fields were chosen in the area showing most proliferation (that is, the area of the section that showed the most positive nuclear staining with MIB1); 100 cells were assessed in each field. BCCs have a more indolent course remains an enigma. Researchers have investigated a number of avenues in an attempt to find an explanation for this. Studies have investigated cell proliferation by assessing S-phase fractions using flow cytometry; p53 immunostaining has also been studied.'2-11 Another aspect examined was tumour-stromal interaction by investigating expression of metalloproteinases and cathepsin B in these tumours, as proteases play an important role in the proliferative, invasive and metastasising effects exerted on the extracellular matrix.'$'4 A high apoptotic index in BCCs has also been suggested as a possible cause for this difference in behaviour. 25 None of these investigations of cell proliferation, apoptotic indexes or oncoprotein expression have produced a satisfactory explanation for the difference observed between BCCs and SCCs. BCCs and SCCs also did not differ in their production of the proteases studied.
As it may be difficult to identify mitotic and apoptotic figures in haematoxylin and eosin stained sections,26 the MIB1 monoclonal anti-body was used as an additional marker of mitosis. (A recent study comparing various mono-and polyclonal antibodies used as proliferation markers obtained the most reliable results with MIB1.27) The results of our study showed no differences in mitotic or apoptotic indexes for the two tumour types. However, there was a significantly higher proliferation index in SCCs compared with BCCs.
This study proves that the metastatic potential in SCC is not the result of either a raised mitotic index or a depressed apoptotic index. However, our study did show a significantly different proliferation index in these tumours.
The difference in results for mitotic and proliferation indexes may be due to the fact that Ki67 (MIB1) identifies cells throughout cell cycle (except for the GO resting phase) and thus may be a more reliable indicator of proliferation than the assessment of mitoses which evaluates cells only in the M phase of the cell cycle.28 This difference may therefore be one of the factors underlying the more aggressive behaviour of SCCs.
In conclusion, whilst a higher proliferation index in SCCs may not be the only factor responsible for the different biological behaviour of these tumours, it is reasonable to suggest it may be a factor as there is correlation between increased cell proliferation and aggressive behaviour in many tumour types. Of course, one must recognise that SCCs and BCCs are tumours with different phenotypes and this may also play a role in their behaviour.
